[Epigenetic inheritance and its possible role in the evolution of plant species].
As it is clear now, the level of gene expression in eukariotes is determined mainly by chromatin composition. Chromatin structure of a particular gene (it is a complex item, which includes nucleosome positioning, histone modifications and non-histone chromatin proteins) can be modified externally and is able to be inherited mitotically and meiotically. Changes in chromatine structure are the basis of so called epigenetic inheritance that occurs without modification of DNA sequence. One of the most striking examples of epigenetic inheritance in plants is epimutations--stable for many generation's alleles of some genes that do not differ in primary DNA structure. Molecular basis of epimutations seems to be DNA metylation. Epimutations may be widely distributed in nature and affect some basis morphological features that have a systematic significance. Possibility of inheritance of acquired epigenetic modifications lead us to reconsider an idea of multipLe independent origins of some plant forms (or ecotypes) under action of similar external conditions. Different populations of the same species may in this case be unrelated and has no common ancestor. Species should be considered as invariant of multiple ways of origin. Wide distribution of polyploids amongst higher plants suggests effective mechanism of repression of multicopy genes. Each allopolyploidisation event is followed by repression of random set of parent genes via changes in its chromatin structure. As a result, in the limits of the same hybrid formula may arise different stable combinations of epigenetically controlled features of parent species. These combinations may be classified as different species of other taxa.